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Kennamer speaks 
to JSUEA on search 
By JAN DICKINSON 
in a welcome effort by the Board of Trustees to open the lines of com- 
munication between the Board and faculty members, Bob Kennamer, 
trustee and chai rwn of the presidential search committee spoke to the 
Jacksonville State University Education Association Monday evening. 
The primary purpose of Kennamer's visit was to answer any questions 
that members had concerning the presidential search or the committee 
itself. Before answering any questions, however, Kennarner addressed a 
cerkun rumor that he had heard about the selection itself. "1 had somebody 
just recently to tell me 'Well, I understand that this is already a cut and 
dried situation, that the person has been selected already' and if that's the 
case, I would certainly like for the party that's responsible for making the 
selection to come forth and tell me who the new president is g h g  to be, 
and I will eliminate what I consider to be an awful lot of hard work and a lot 
of tune that I'm going to have to spend on this thing." He continued, "I 
don't believe that anybody on the Board has one iota of an idea of who the 
new president is going to be." He added, "If I felt that way, 1 certainly 
would resign from the committee and wouldn't have any part of it, because 
it would be a tremendous waste of time and energy to go through the 
process. It's going to be a wide-open, honest search." 
Rape seminar raises awareness 
I Gulf South Conterence Champions bv.""'"n Jubilant basketball team members celebrate their Gulf South victory. For the complete story, turn to page 16. 
By VICKY WALLACE g r l  needs to do is change the way 
Usually when the word "rape" is she thinks about rape-not to thlnk 
mentioned, the picture comes to rape can't happen to you or that it's 
m d  ot man: unknown, unshaven, someone else's problem. It you are a 
evil lookmg, big, greasy haw, merry temale, regardless of your age, 
clothes, and other undesirable race,or status, you have a chance of 
traits. In reality, a raplst 1s bemg raped. Rape 1s an ever present 
generally someone the g ~ l  knows rughtrnare that could become a 
such as  a friend, classmate, shockmg reality. 
acquamtance or even a boyfriend. Ofticer Williams also mentioned 
Rape is a violent crime and it has three weapons- (1) AWARENESS- 
increased up to nmety-nme percent always be aware and alert of your 
over the last few years. surroundmgs- (2)  PRECAUTION- 
The Alabama Criminal Justice always take the necessary 
Intormation Center Rape Report for precautions to ensure your own 
198'3 reported 923 rapes m Alabama satety and- (3) INVOLVEMENT- If 
m 1983 with seventyale percent of you are raped, report it immediately 
those occurrmg at night. The report and prosecute. The sooner it is 
also said that m tlfty-three percent reported, thebetter chance you have 
of these cases the attacker was of your attacker bemg caught and 
known by the vlctun. prosecuted. "It is very important 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, hc. ,  that if You are raped, that You st~ould 
sponsored a Rape Semurar taught by go lmmedlatel~ to the UnlversltY 
Otficer Pearl Wllharns on February police and report it. Secondl~,do not 
18 at mtlss Hall m the* sorority bathe or wash because thls removes 
room. Otticer Williams talked to a all evidence that rape has  oc- 
group ot appro-ately 30 young curred," Otticer Williams said. 
ladies on subjects of prevention, Atter a W l  reports that she has been 
weapons, and what to do if  one is raped, the police take her to the 
raped. She said that the first thing a hospital to be treated. 'rhey use what 
I 1  
clar"..what is needed is a person from outside 
the university ... who can come in and unite 
what is called a "Rape Kit" to 
remove all semen, hairs, or any 
other evidence in court. 
How does the rape victim feel'! 
Officer Williams explained that she 
(the victim) goes through a 
traumatic experience because she 
experiences a whole new set of 
feelings to deal with- negative 
feelings toward herself, confusion , 
isolation, guilt, and a fear of men. If 
a woman wishes to prosecute, she 
has to appear in court and testify. 
One small consolation is that the 
victim's name is held confidential 
from the media and public. 
There were two f i h s  shown at  the 
seminar entitled, "Rape" and 
"Lady Beware" in which both 
stressed precautionary measures to 
take inside the home and out. 
Captain Wolfe and Captain Collins 
were on hand at the seminar to show 
&fferent body techniques a girl can 
use to get away from her attacker's 
hold. They stressed the 
vulnerability of a man's groin, 
ladney, eyes and knees and em- 
phasized that these were the areas to 
(See RAPE, Page 4)  
this faculty in a way that it hasn't been 
united in the past." 
Kennamer also reported that, until the election of the final faculty 
comrmttee member ismade, very little W l  be done toward the selection. 
"We have, at this point, not done any advertising, because I feel like the 
entlre committee needs to draw up the criteria that we're going to use 
before we start running ads in the Chronicle and newspapers throughout 
the Southeast:' 
Some questions have been raised over the make-up of the search com- 
mttee itself. Kennamer said that he was going to recommend at the first 
meeting of the committee that a representative of the administration and 
staff be added to the committee, as well as the incoming president of the 
SGA. At the suggestion of a JSUEAmember, he said that he would also ask 
search committee members to add the new president of the faculty senate 
to the growing number of committee members when he or she takes office 
in May. 
"We want to get as many good, qualified candidates as we can, em- 
phasized Kemmer .  When asked for his own list of qualifications for the 
candidates, he stated that JSU needed a leader with integrity, good 
management skills, and the ability to assign and delegate responsibilities:' 
He also stated that one with 'political polish' would certainly help in 
busmess contacts, as well as in the budget requests sent down for the 
legislature to approve. 
"There may be some people on campus here that are appointed 
presidents of universities all over the country next year, but I doubt 
seriously that one of them will be appointed to our university,"stated 
Kennamer. He explamed that he felt that there would probably be o p  
(See SEARCH, Page 4) 
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I NEWSBRIEFS I AGGIE BAND GOES COED 
Texas A and M's marching band must now accept women according to a 
negotiated settlement to a six-year-old discrimination suit filed by a for- 
mer temale student. 
The settlement "upholds our Texas constitution and its equal rights 
amendment," boasts State Attorney General Jim Mattox. 
I The Ag@es plan to appeal first bid to overturn the decision. 
I NOTES FROM ALL OVER I 
A male theater student exposed 25 Oregon State U. classmembers to 
chicken pox during a class lesson on stage kissing. The contagious kisser is 
home recovering ... U. Illinois engineering students may be barred from 
commencement exercises this spring because of the "rowdy" behavior of 
past engineering g a d s  ...'a e Morgantown, W. Va. Clty Council blames 
"transient university students" for a "significant amount" of unpaid 
garbage bills ... American students ignore illness and resist help until their 
symptoms are' life-threatening, says a study comparing American and 
Third World studen ts... An engineering college in southern India closed 
when a herd of elephants stampeded on campus. 
Job seminar given 
By VICKY WALLACE 
Mike Akin, an instructor of 
management, and his wife, Tammy 
Small-Akin, will be teaching a 
seminar entitled "Dress to Be 
Hired" tonight a t  7:00 p.m. in the 
Merrill Hall Auditorium on the first 
floor. The seminar will show job- 
seekers of full-time, part-time, 
temporary or summer employment 
the correct attire to wear to an in- 
terview. The seminar will also point 
out the functions of dressing-how to 
dress in order to protect 
professionalism, how to choose 
colors to wear, and how not to dress 
like a stereotyped applicant. 
perfectly qualified person from 
belng hired," Mr. Akin said. He 
stated that it was his wife who 
developed the concept of a seminar 
on dressing for an interview. "She 
used to be a sales representative of 
Ralph Lawrence for Polo, so she 
really knows what she is talking 
about " Mr. Akin said. 
The seminar will consist of a slide 
presentation of JSU students which 
m11 show the positive and negative 
aspects of dressing for an interview. 
Last year when the seminar was 
given, approximately seventy 
people attended. Mr. Akin hopes 
I Constitutional amendment 
Student body votes no 
By MICHAEL FRENCH elected by a majority vote of the Senate to fill the vacant 
On Thursday, February 21, the Student Government office.' No special election will be held, but rather the 
Association held a constitutional amendment election. Senate itself will elect one of its members to fill the 
Two amendments were mesented to the student body for vacant office. 
consideration and both-were defeated by a mar& of 
nearly 2 to 1. 
The twoamendments dealt with the same aspect of the 
SGA Constitution. Amendment One would have lowered 
the GPA requirements for executive officers from 1.5 to 
1.25. It would also have decreased the amount of time in 
attendance at JSU &om three semesters prior to election 
to one semester. The vote was strongly in favor of the 
current standards (65 for the change and 116 against). 
The second amendment which was basically a mirror 
Image of the first, less the attendance requirement 
change, met the same fate. The vote was two to one in 
favor of leaving the Constitution in its current form (59 
m favor and 118 against). 
Accorang to Elections Committee Chairman, Andy 
Goggans, "The students responded to the amendments 
by questioning why we should conform to the standards 
of other schools by lowering our qualifications. They felt 
we should set the standards, not follow the lead of other 
universities." Five other major universities in 
Alabama, including Auburn University and the 
University of Alabama, have lower qualifications for 
SGA executive officers. 
Although the student body may find very few can- 
dldates running for executive office, the ballot for senate 
WU be full. This year 64 students qualified to run for the 
52 senate seats. "In line with the constitutional 
requirement to base the number of senate seats on 
estimated Fall enrollments," says Goggans, "there will 
be 52 open seats of the 1985-86 school year." Each voter 
WU be alowed to cast his or her ballot for three of the 64 
candidates. 
The list of senate candidates includes Vyllora Abrams, 
Regina Alexander, Stephanie Allen, Tim Balentine, 
Vonda Barbour, Karen Baskins, Troy Bell, Leslie 
Bullock, Chris Caldwell, Warren Caldwell, Franchetti 
Carson, Brian Clark, Chris Cleveland, Sheri Cochran, 
Claudia Corbin, Gregory Couch, Darren Douthit, Eric 
Dryden, Deirdre Durr, Scott Farley, Rita Fuller, Kaleb 
Flax, James George, Lisa Givens, Eddie Gwin, Victoria 
Hard& Greg Harley, John Harris, Chad Hess, Darlene 
Hocutt, Janis Jones, Mark Kilpatrick, Don Kirk, Kerry 
Koehler, Eric Kyle, Jeff Lewis, Dwayne11 Lowe, Joan 
Malone, Kelly McCreless, Kenneth Miller, Kirk Miner, 
Tonya Mitchell, Calvin Mooer, John Munn, Robin 
Murphree, Gary Newman, Steve Paige, Glenn Painter, 
With the failure of the two constitutional amendments, Lynn Xainey, Robert Riley, ~ o n n i e  Robinson, 
the student body will tind only two names on the ballot Marquenta Sands, Ricky Sauls, Djuna Shorter, Scott 
for the three executive offices. Michael French will run Shropshire, Deborah Smith, Buddy Spradley, Kenneth 
uncontested for the omce of president and Robyn Alvis Summerfield, Renda Wade, Sherry Wade, Delesha 
will be unopposed for the office of vice-pesident. Of Watts, Ralph Weaver, Greg Williams, and Melissa 
those remaining senators who were eligible, no one Williamson. 
chose to run for treasurer. According to Goggans approximately 50 percent of the 
Election Committee Chairman Goggans points out senate candidates have a GPA of 1.5 or better. This 
that, "In accordance with the SGA Constitution, Article should eliminate the problems of low turn out in 
VI. section 1, subsection B-1, 'An SGA Senator shall be qualifying for executive office next year. 
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FREE HATS 
COLD BEER 
FREE FRlS 
-
FREE T-SHIRTS 
FREE COORS 
MIRRORS'' 
DANCE TO THE WEE HOURS OF THE 
MORNING WITH 
THE "ONE AND ONLY" ! 
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Ala.-Miss. Sociological Association 
Conference a success 
By JAN DICKINSON included the licensing of morning for both the student papers 
The A1 a ba m a -M i s s i s s  i PP i sociologists, how to attract sociology and the workshop on resumes, too, 
Sociological Association's annual majors, careers in sociology, a he adds. 
conference, held on campus last 
week, was more than the run-of-the- 
mll  professional conference, ac- 
cording to Dr. Rodney Friery, head 
of the Sociology Department here. 
"it was the highest-attended con- 
ference of the past decade,"ne says. 
Around 150 educators, students, 
and others within the profession 
attended the two-day conference, 
held on campus on the 11th floor of 
Cole Library. Student participants 
were also allowed use of Patterson 
Hall for lodging and dining facilities 
at the cafeteria. 
Some of the pertinent topics 
cfiscussed during tee conference 
workshop for students on how to 
prepare an effective resume in the 
search for a career in sociology, and 
several student papers concerning 
sociological problems. At the 
banquet Thursday night, a tribute 
was given to Dr. Harold Kaufman, 
the first president of the association. 
The quality of many of the 
presentations was what impressed 
most of the out&-town participants. 
"The presentation on 'Reagan's 
America', given by Don Decker and 
Mary Vandagriff, both JSU 
students, was well-attended, says 
Friery. "We hada full room the next 
The cooperation between the rest 
of the campus and the association 
was excellent, according to Friery. 
"Several people made comments to 
me about how friendly and helpful 
our students were, especially in 
giving directions and following 
through with them to visitors. 
Dr. Walter L. Davis, of Tougaloo 
College in Mississippi, will assume 
the duties of president of the 
association at  the end of this school 
year when Dr. Friery, the current 
president of the organization, steps 
down. Next year's conference will be 
hosted by Tougaloo College. 
Rape (Continued from Page 1) I Benson receives assistance I 
punch, luck, or poke m order to get defin~tely dangerous evenif it is left to report anything suspicious an 
away. open tor a little whlle, "Chef constant patrol1 of officers in 
~ lcho l s  sad .  Efforts by the vehlcles and on foot o prevent crnne. 
few Years, but they were the ones security guard havmg a radio to fight or give m? "A woman hastogo 
reported- 
In 1967, a JSU female student was (Continued from Page 1) 
abducted trom behind the resists, she must be prepared for 
library,raped, and murdered. She whatever the rapist w d  do. 'me p0Sltl0n to the appomtrnent, regardless of who that person was. That 
was tound two weeks later. A mar, question of yleld or not to yield all opllllon was Bven in answer to a comment by Dr. Wilham J. Fleld, who 
held a gun on a JSU female student depends on her size to his, whether Stated, "A number of people that I have talked to feel that t h s  faculty has 
and her boytriend who were on a he attacker is armed,whetherthere is become very strongly polarized m the past two or three years into groups 
picruc at Germaruan Sprmgs Park. a place or tune to run , etc. T h  all that felt m various ways over the president and predecessors and (they) 
The @rl was raped and shot m the depends on these factors. I couldn't had the teelmg, I t h k ,  that what is needed is a person from outside the 
head. Her boyfriend sustamed only say whether a young lady should or university ... who can come m and unite thls faculty in a way that it hasn't 
a wound and remams paralyzed, but shouldn't" Chef Nichols said. been united in the past." 
the girl never recovered from a Another questlon answered by Kemarner was that of whether or not Dr. 
coma. Two years ago, a female Let's t2ce it , rape 1s not someone Montgomery would be considered for another term. He stated that Mon- 
student was abducted behind a else's problem. you could bet he next tgomery had resigned, and would not be considered a candidate. 
washeteria, raped and murdered. victim when you least expect it. 
L a ~ t  October, an assault by two Rape and assaults on females are on 
males on a female near Bibb Graves a steady increase. Crime is a real 
was reported. danger in this campus, other 
Most recently, a female student 
was raped by a JSU male student at 
the Coli seium. She pressed charges 
and he was arrested on charges of 
RESTAURANT 
rape m the tlrst degree. He is now 
out on a $1000 bond pendmg a court 
hearmg . 
What has JSU done to help ensure 
safety ot the ternales fivmg on All You Can Eat. Various Courses For Your Favorite 
campus? Chief David Nichols 
believes that JacbonvUe's campus Sunday-1 2 Noon - 2:00 PM. 
IS not any more unsafe than any Monday-Friday-1 1 a 0  A.M. - 2 a 0  P.M. 
other university because of Saturday-1 2 Noon 2:00 P.M. (Special Lunch) 
Jacksonvde's 1igh;htmg system and 
escort servlce. He recommends that 
grls do not go out alone, but go in 
groups. "1l a young lady has to go Specializing Is S Z & U ~ ~ ,  Hunan & Cantone~e Styles 
out alone, she needs to walk m the 
well-lighted areas. Even the dorm sunday-12 Noon - 10:30 P.M. 
rooms need to be locked at mght Monday-Thursday-1 1:00 A M .  - 9:30 P.M. 
when the girls go to sleep. Also, 
blockmg he door of the girl's dorm IS Auto Insurance Friday-Saturday-1 1 :00 A.M. - 10:30 P.M. 
PROFS DIAMONDS Are you getting a teacher's discount with your current auto FOOD TO GO 
YOUR CHOICE, SOLD AT (Elegant Atmosphere And Special Prices) 
MERCIFULLY ATTRACTIVE call me for a quote. For Your Parties!! 
PRICES. FARM BUREAU BY APPOINTMENT ONLY. 
PHONE 4356223  AND VIEW 
AT THE VAULT ONLY. TOP 
QUALITY AT LOW PRICES TO H~ghway 21 South 
ASSIST UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 
AND OMWS N REALLY SAVING 435-5227 
MONEY. 
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Contestants vie or M i s s  JS,U tit e March 1-2 
Tina Butler IGm Cams Jenny Cilliand Javella Gray Roynda Hartstield 
Cynthia Jabaley Sharon Jones Leslie Keener Angie Lindsey Valerie Martin 
- -  
Jennifer Mathis Tracey Moms Kim Peck Lisa Reaves Apd Sprouse 
Over $3,000 in prizes wil l  be 
awarded to top contestants in this 
year's Miss Jacksonville State 
University Scholarship Pageant, a 
preliminary to the Miss Alabama 
Contest. 
Eighteen young women have 
entered the third annual pageant 
which will be held in Leone Cole 
Auditorium on campus March 1 and 
2. 
Sponsored by JSU and Phi Mu 
Alpha music fraternity, the event 
will include three programs ranging 
over two days: a talent show on 
Friday, March 1 at 7 3 0  p.m.; 
evening gown and swimsuit com- 
petition on Saturday, March 2, at 3 
pm.; and competition among the 
top ten finalists in all three 
categories, and the crowning of the 
winner, on Saturday evening 
beginning at 8:00. 
Tickets are $3 for admission to all 
three events or $2 for each evening 
and $1 for the matinee. Tickets will 
be sold a t  the door. 
Miss JSU will receive a full year's 
tution scholarship to Jacksonville 
State, $500 in cash and other prizes. 
Each of the top five winners will 
receive tuition assistance and other 
awards. 
The following are this year's 
contestants: 
--Kimberly Dawn Garris, 
daughter of J.  Gary and Lynda 
Garris of Jacksonville. Miss Garris 
is a freshman pursuing a degree in 
music, specializing in voice. She is 
listed on the JSU deans list and is a 
member of Alpha Xi Delta sorority. 
J e n n y  Gilliand, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Gene Gilliand of 
Talladega. A sophomore, Miss 
Gilliand will present a vocal per- 
formance during the talent show. 
Javel la  Gray, daughter of Mack 
and Nell Gray of Rainsville, is a 
junior majoring in music education. 
She was chosen as second alternate 
in the 1984 Miss Homecoming 
contest. 
-Roynda Hartsfield, daughter of 
Roy Edward Harbfield of Sterrett, 
is a freshman majoring in business. 
Jennifer Talley 
Originally from Molokai, Hawaii, 
she is active in the Phi Mu sorority 
at JSU. 
-Cynthia Jabaley, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Richard Jabaley of Cop 
perhill, Tenn., is a Junior pursuing a 
degree in nursing with a minor in 
music. l o r  the past 2 years she 
has been listed on the JSU deans lW. 
Kim Vice 
Sharon Jones, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Norman Jones of Pied- 
mont, is a sophomore majoring in 
music education (piano). Miss 
Jones attends JSU on a piano 
scholarship and is listed on the 
deans list. 
-Angie Lindsey, daughter of Brad 
and Grace Lindsey of Birmingham, 
Diane Winsor 
is a sophomore majoring in 
recreation and minoring in dance. 
She is a member of the Anniston 
Civic Dance Theater. 
-Valerie D. Martin, daughter of 
Ms. Catherine Martin and Eddie 
Madison of Cartersville, Ga, 
(See CONTESTANTS, Page 6) 
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Announcements 
Sigma Nu 
gives thanks 
Sigma Nu would like to thank the 
Sigma Nu Chapter f rom West 
Georgia and the Phi Mus trom West 
Georgia and Jacksonville tor a 
fantastic mxer .  ' h e  house was 
hlled to capacity, and all who at- 
tended had a good tlrne. We also 
want to congratulate pledge of the 
week, Jimmy McBrier, and brother 
ot the week, Dalton Smith. 
Election set 
for today 
There will be a run-off election 
between Dr. Don Paxton and Dr. 
Jerry Wilson for the faculty position 
Contestants 
open on the presidential search 
committee. All faculty members 
may cast their votes a t  any Dean's 
office, the Biology Department in 
Ayers Hall, or in the Coliseum 
between 9:00 and 3 p.m. today or in 
Dean Boozer's office on Friday 
between 8:30 and 9:30 a.m. Ac-. 
cording to election chairman Dr. 
John Van Cleqve, there were 208 
ballots cast on Monday in the voting 
for the top two candidates. 
AKA reports 
successful week 
Black mstory Week for the sorors 
of Lambda P1 Chapter was a suc- 
cess. The week began Monday 
February lath, with a rape seminar 
presented by Officer Pearl Williams 
in the sorority room. Films on the 
subject matter and a discussion 
ensued, followed by a lesson on 
unarm self-defense tactics. 
Tuesday, February Nth, Lambda 
Pi participated on the Mason's 
Black History Program. Basileus 
(President) Chestina Malloy gave 
an inspiring speech a s  Lambda Pi's 
representative. 
Sisterliness was shown when the 
sorors attended the "Purple Rain" 
movie on Wednesday night 
February 20th. A "Purple Rain Bash 
Party" was followed after the movie 
at the Solid Gold Lounge. Thursday 
night February Zlst, Bible Study 
was held at the Baptist Campus 
Ministry. We closed our Black 
I-hstory Week on Friday night 
Febrary 22nd, with a Greek Mixer. 
It was a very enjoyable occasion 
with Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity 
Inc., Delta Sigma Theta Sorority 
Inc., Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity 
Inc., and Omega Psi Phi Fraternity 
Inc., all present. 
As Black History Month comes to 
a close, the sorors of Alpha Kappa 
Alpha would like to emphasize 
continued fellowship within our 
heritage not only during the month 
of February, but throughout out 
lifetime. Remember the past-it will 
help build a stronger future not only 
for our culture, but for people of all 
cultures. 'kaditional and yet in- 
novative ... Grand an.d Unique. Alpha 
Kappa Alpha. 
Phi Beta Lambda 
meets today 
Phi Beta Lambda, the national 
business katernity, will meet today 
at 6:00 in the auditorium of Theron 
Montgomery Building. All in- 
terested students a re  invited to 
attend. 
Alpha Xi Delta 
receives pledges 
The sisters and pledges of Alpha 
XI Delta have, a s  usual, been busy 
this semester. Recently, the Alpha 
Xl's formed a basketball team and 
have been participatmg m the 
women's intramural league. 
On January  22, twelve new 
members were ~nitiated mto the 
sisterhood They mclude: Rebecca 
Blanks, Rebecca Frost, Kun Garris, 
Susan Gore, P a m  Hutcheson, 
Demme Mahler, Kim McCain, 
Penny Phillips, Fehcia Shockely, 
Sharon Snead, Kelly Tenms, and 
Jennie Wilson. 
++++ 
Announcements should reach the 
Chanticleer off ice by Friday noon on 
week preceding publication. 
(Continued from Page 5) 
- 
She is a sophomore maprmg m education, Mss Peck is majormg in hQss Sprouse attends JSU on the tivities mclude membership m Phi gaduate Sprmgvlue School 
marketing. She is a former Miss Theatre an mmormg m voice. Her Jo&e Connell S&olarshlp and the A MU sorority and SelectJon a s  a where she was chosen as an alter- 
Bartow County and was chosen a s  college a~l l ia t lons mclude mem- Cappella Cholr Scholarship. Kappa Sigma h t t l e  Slster. nate Miss Homecommg and served 
Miss Congeniality is the Miss bershp m Ph! Mu sorority. -Diane Wmsor, daughter of Mrs. as a feature twrler. 
Georgia tinals recently. -Jennifer Tauel'* daughter of Carol Winsor of Jacksonvde, is a -Leslie Keener, daughter of Larry 
--Tracey Morris, daughter of -&a Reaves, daughter of Dr. and Radtord and Shelby Talley of Rock- senior with a double m a p r  m and Betty Keener of Leesburg, 1s a 
Wayne and Sharon Morris of Hunt- Mrs. James  A. Reaves of mart,  Ga., 1s a Junior malormg m marketing and computer in- sophomore majormg m elementary 
svllle, 1s a sophomore m a p r u g  m Jacksonville, is a senior majormg in computer mtormahon systems. In formation systems. In college she is education. Mss Keener was hsted 
polihcal science. She was the talent marketing with a mnOr m COm- college she wasmmed Pledge of the a JSU Hostess and a member of m the G u e s s  Book of World 
winner ot last year's Calhoun pUter science. College honors m- Year by Zeta Tau Alpha sorority. Alpha X1 Delta sorority which she Records atter havmg attended the 
~ u n t y  contest and f r s t  runner-up in clude her selection a s  Mss Munosa 
-mm daughter of and serves as p a r h e n t a n a n  and music largest dance convention ever held. 
the Mss Goosepond Pageant. m 1984. Kay Vice ot Alexandria, is a &rector. Jenniter Mathis of Rome, Ga., ~s 
-I(lmberly Lynn Peck daughter -April S ~ ~ O U S ~ ,  daughter of MS. sophomore majoring in com- -Tma Butler, daughter of ~ a r o l y n  pursumg a degree m marketmg. She 
John and Imda Peck Hunt- Joyce Sprouse of Gadsden, is a munications and minoring in Bradford ot Oneon&, 1s a freshman perform the flute durmg the 
svllle, Is pursumg a degree ln Senior majOrlIlg lIl music educahon. political saence. Her college ac- majormg m marketJng. She 1s a talent show, 
THE BIG JACK 
Please present coupon when orderlng One coupon per person 
per vtstt Not val~d w~th any other coupon or spec~al order 
Jacksonville, Lenlock, Anniston & Pell City 
.Expires: March 31,1985 
IIIIIIII 
Two pleces of Jack's golden splcy fr~ed chlcken, french 1 Fresh-baked butterrn~lk blscults f~lled with Jack's savory 
- 
fries, cole slaw and a fresh-baked buttermilk sausage. A real eye opener. A great meal 
Please present coupon when ordertng One coupon per person Please present coupon when order~ng One coupon per person 
per vls~t Not val~d w~th any other coupon or special order 
Jacksonville, Lenlock, Anniston & Pell City cksonville. Lenlock, Anniston & PeU City 
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Action needed now 
By MICHAEL FRENCH 
"Star Wars" and nuclear disarmament have become major topics of 
discussion in our modern society. Next month nuclear talks with the Soviet 
Union will once again begin. These talks will no doubt include discussion of 
plans to strengthen the arsenal of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) with 572 medium-range cruise and Pershing 2 missles, as well the 
Reagan administration's "Star Wars" plans. 
Geneva, Switzerland, will once again be the scene for this new series of 
negotiations. Like many times in the past, the town will probably find itself 
host to two sides, neither of which have any intentions what-soever of 
swaying from their predetermined positions. Both the United States and 
the Soviet Union continue to insist that the other side has an advantage and 
that their side will never back down first. However, we should remember 
the old Russiann proverb which says, "The future is his who knows how to 
wait." 
There comes a time when talk really makes no sense at all. When neither 
side has any intentions of cutting back, then why go the the negotiating 
table at ail. Both sides are fully capable of destroying each other. Does it 
really matter that we can wipe out Russia five times more than she can 
destroy the United States? 0 r  visa versa? We have reached the point at 
whch neither side has anything to gain by increasing its weapon supplies, 
yet there is no doubt that either side will cease to call for an increase in 
weapons production to meet the rising threat of the other. Another Russian 
proverb explains the situation, "Live a hundred years, learn a hundred 
years-still you die a bol. " 
Certainly negotiations are not entirely bad. As an old Russian 
philosopher once said, "Life is unbearable, but death is not so pleasant 
e~ther." We cannot elrpect many results from this new round of 
negotiations, but as long as both sides remain content to talk, maybe 
ne~ther wdl see the need to begin a fight. As another old Russian has said, 
"Before a fight, two men are boasters; afterward only one." In the case of 
nuclear war, perhaps it should read, "afterward no one. 
With every new day, there comes the chance for someone, somewhere to 
see the light and be in a position to turn the world around and avert the 
Inevitable disaster we are now facing. We can only hope and pray that this 
day will not be too late in comming. These new talks may produce no 
results, but still their is that small chance. The attitudes carried into 
Geneva will probably prevent any good, sound compromise from being 
reached, but once again we should heed the voice of the old Russian 
philosopher, "A bad compromiseis better than a good battle. " 
Time always wrong 
By JAN DICKINSON 
In order to save energy, the power in various campus buildings was 
turned off during the Christmas break. Naturally, it was turned back on 
before most of us returned to class in January, but an annoying problem 
has not been resolved-the school clocks have not been reset. 
Maybe you say that this is a minor gripe, that most students wear wat- 
ches anyway. But how many students can look at their wrist when they're 
raclng down a crowded hallway with an armload of books? 
Misleadmg wall clocks are not only annoying but are also dangerous to 
look at when the real time of day is close to that of the 'dead'clock. Students 
lalling time in Montgomery Building around 5:30 in the afternoon could 
wind up late for their evening class if they're not alert. And the time in 
Martin is at a perpetual 1 o'clock. You'd think we'd be used to seeing 1: 00 at 
8:30 in the morning (no confusion there, right?) but the contrary things are 
confusing after lunch. 
Mid-semester is here. Surely someone has had enough time (pardon the 
pun) to 'wind' all those wrong clocks. Plenty of students would appreciate 
it. 
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Play down the sensational 
By MARTHA RITCH 
The outcome of Gen. William Westmoreland's case 
agalnst CBS stirs up many questions in the stability and 
effect of libel laws. This particular suit ended with a 
ample statement that proved very little. However, libel 
sults, in general, can have a disastrous effect on both 
defendant and plantiff. 
For both sides libel suits are expensive, with legal fees 
reaching an estimated $8 million. Both sides must fight 
to retain a respectable reputation. Then, for the news 
media, there is the added burden of what libel suits can 
do to investigative reporting. 
F'reedom of the press does leave a wide range for 
journalists to work with and it does seem that laws 
protect the media more heavily than individuals and 
public officials. When a public figure feels he has been 
libeled there is still little he can do to prove it. Deter- 
mning the false statement was made with actual malice 
or whether or not the statement was indeed true or false 
is difficult. Even then, substantial damages are rarely 
awarded to the plaintiff. 
However, the number of libel cases newspapers must 
deal with and the high cost of the protective legal fees 
keep journalists on pins and needles. Controversial 
issues are often overlooked in order to avoid any trouble. 
This greatly takes away from serious news coverage 
and the purpose for freedom of the press. Libel laws 
have journalists running scared, and therefore, leave 
many stories lifeless and dull. More importantly, facts 
and details are retained which deter from accurate 
reporting. 
With the increase of the power of the press comes an 
increase in the number of libel suits. Carefree, reckless 
journalism needs tu be eliminated but not at the expense 
of responsible reporting. News media should be careful 
not to become misinforming and slanderous but the 
public should be just as careful not to create an over- 
protected, intimidated press. 
What is  price of maturity? 
By DEBBIE GOGGANS 
Remember the good old days 
when you lived at home with Mom 
and Dad? You probably never 
realized how good you had it until 
now that you have moved out on 
vow own. 
All you ever dreamed about was 
being your own boss which meant 
enjoying such niceties as eating 
whenever and whatever you wanted. 
You looked forward to the day when 
nobow would tell you hor to dress 
or when to come home at night. 
Now that you have all this 
freedom, you find that you miss the 
very ones you wanted so desperately 
to get away from. 
How could it be that you miss 
livlng with those people who have 
had such a great degree of control 
over your life and daily activities? 
Well, its simple. While you were 
thinking about how good it would be 
to have total charge of your life, you 
neglected to realize that along with 
freedom comes responsibility and a 
lot of hard work. 
You probably find that you miss 
Mom and Dad most at specific times 
such as when you burn the din- 
ner ... again, when the washing 
machine a t  the laundry mat 
swallows your new jeans, or when 
you scorch your new blouse with the 
won. 
Another time you might miss your 
parents is when you have to face up 
to all those little responsibilities 
associated with your new found 
freedom. When you lived at home, 
you could use your parents as an 
excuse fqr not having to do 
something you really didn't want to 
do m the first place yet didn't want 
to hurt another person's feelings 
either. For example, how many 
times have you used the standard 
excuse, "My parents don't want me 
to go, so I really shouldn't. Now you 
have to take responsibility fdr your 
own actions. 
Of course, there are as many good 
points to living on your own as there 
are bad, and what may seem bad to 
one person may not seem bad at all 
to another. There is one thing that 
almost all of us who live away from 
home will agree with. That is, with 
all the added work and respon- 
sibility, you seldom ever have the 
energy to do all the late night par- 
tying of which that you had 
dreamed. 
Trv a mellow attitude now 
By DEBBIE GOCGANS 
Have you ever stopped to consider what effect your 
attitude has on others? 
If you wake up feeling happy and in a good mood this 
attitude can quickly spread to those of you who'come in 
contact with and convey to them a sense of relaxation, 
thereby instilling, to a certain degree, confidence. 
Smiles are contagious. You can brighten people's day 
s q l y  with a kind word and a smile. Tfiis will put them 
in a good mood. Then they, in turn, might make someone 
else's day more pleasant. 
People may be highly receptive of the attitudes which 
they come in contact with on a day to day basis; 
however, they also may reject these same attitudes. 
Whether a person chooses to accept or reject another's 
feelings rests not only with the person conveying the 
thought but also with the person who will act as the 
receptacle for the attitude being conveyed. 
If you are in a bad mood or are feeling sad, you a p  
(See ATTITUDE, Page 8) 
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U.S. periodicals haze Greek prime minister 
By C. MAROLLAS 
Special attention has been focused 
the last few weeks on the Greek 
prime minister's visit to Moscow. 
Negative articles have appeared in 
Times, U.S. News and World Report 
and also in several state and 
national newspapers. Time's 
reporter Frederick Pointon has done 
a very fine job of maniupulating the 
American public on Greek affairs 
W e  following the anti-Greek policy 
line mtroduced by Reagan's cabinet 
hlstory IS simply an illustration of 
continuous trends of intervention by 
the Great powers and a series of 
competitions among them for a 
controlling voice. 
Relations between large nations 
and smaller ones whether in 
economc, political or military areas 
brmg certain pressures and com- 
mtments which dictate flexibility 
and not absolute independence by 
the smaller nations. Without 
the truth, it was a mistake for 
Greece to accept and for U.S. to 
lmpose such t e rm.  
Papandreon has been critized on 
h s  NATO position. It is not far in 
Greek memory to the 1974 'hrkish 
invasion of Cyprus with nato arms 
whch created 200,000 refugees and 
25,000 victim Cypriots. It is true that 
NATO &d nothmg to prevent that 
invasion. The 'hrkish claims on the 
absolute Greek Aegean Sea in 
connection with the Cyprus attack 
make it easier to understand why 
the number one Greek enemy is 
Turkey, not Russia. The recent cut 
m foreign aid requests, favoring 
Turkey over Greece breaking the 7 
to 10 qualitative and quantitative 
balance of forces only worsened the 
situation. Both sides need to act 
mature, sit on the diplomatic table 
and discuss their differences. 
American diplomats must un- 
derstand that Greece needs space to 
grow, space that, if provided, may 
have long term beneficial effects on 
the relations of the two countries. 
Greece understands that a valuable 
friend such as the USA cannot be 
lost. We are in the middle of a crisis 
period. The two countries, Greece 
and USA, have reached the all time 
!ow in their relations. From this 
point only improvement is possible 
to occur. 
a few Years ago. It is very easy to question the large amount of 
reporrngma~ be hard, brain taxing, about greater American in- 
time CotlS~miIIg and most impol?Zint volremeit in Greek which 
less reactionary. would otherwise have been con- By C. MAROLLAS you WU choose airlines too. remember, headlines are designed 
Do you believe that an An~erican sidered strictly domestic. Really, have you heard about the But please be careful because the to get -your attention, to manipulate 
official, Defense Secretary Caspar special discount alrfares all the travel industry is filled with your bargain-hunting instinct. 
Weinberger has publicly suggested Consider the American sphere of airlines have advertised on promotional gimmicks otherwise. When you get a bargain, let's be 
the involvement of the influence after World War 11. The telewsion or in the newspapers the There is a sea out-there of special honest. It is diecult to measure the 
democratically elected Greek Prime United States stepped fully into the last few weeks? fares and discounts, cheap tour monetary benefits. For example, 
Mmlster Andrea Papandreon in Greek picture as a protagonist, till If you have already bought or programs and "free travel." You sometimes a second person along 
February's terrorist bombing attack three or four years ago. Let's not reserved a ticket, for your long- have to be careful. By examining the means paying a full fare for one and 
where 800 Greek and Americans hide behind our fingers. Greek- awaited, Spring break vacation or facts, you can take advantage of that full fare for one could possibly 
were injured. American relations have affected summer vacation for that matter, at them. Like all bargains some of cost more than two discount tickets. 
Yes, Papandreon visited Moscow. Greece m three ways: First in how the regular price, you are wasting them are worthwhile and some Also some times traveling in- 
So what? Lets be analytical for a Greek national policies were con- money, and for us students waste of worthless airline advertising has convenience must be considered in 
minute. Greece has always served ducted, domestic or foreign. Second, money can be tragic as you know. become a way of life, so sometimes bargain flights such as stopovers 
as a testing grounds laboratory for m mterparty reactions. Third and Yes, maybe for the first and you get tricked from.the discount and layover. 
lnternational politics, a variable of most important were the effects on maybe the last time airlines are fare promotion. Read the fine print. Directly from the experts here are 
many international experiments. Greek people and their attitudes offering super discount rates, rates They generally come with various some bargain-hunting guidelines to 
Through the years Greece has been which can be seen very much today. without gimmicks, rates that simply restrictions and conditions which consider. Jack Adler, an author of 
manipulated, exploited and abused. It IS easy to say that Greeks don't can save you hundreds of dollars if most of the time turn you off. In the many travelling books, suggests 
Greece by virtue of its small size and want American military bases in you are a student. past special fares involved only a that you first plan ahead and do 
strategic location has always been their country but difficult to mention Do you believe that now you can small number of cities and a small some comparison shopping. Don't 
forced to participate in numerous the unfavorable terms which were travel by air cheaper than you can number of seats. By time you called, settle for jUSt one quotation from one 
alliances. Since its modern national imposed on = them to accept travel by bus? Yes, it is possible. all of them were sold out or required travel agent and one carrier. Get 
genesis in 1830 Greece has enjoyed American q t a r y  forces. Special For example on two way ticket to minimum stays, advance pur- several. Most of the time you can 
the protection along with the abusive provisions such a s  ex- New York out of Atlanta at  the chases, cancellation penalties, etc. call them toll free.. 
dommatia of the Great powers. The traterritoriality or the compensation regular low price of $ 3 5  now costs The best thing to do is buy a ticket Investigate time limited op- 
antidomination complex may be by the host nation were special $159. It is lowei. than the $198 way in advance. If you know your portunities. Most importarit booking 
seen today in every step of Greek prowsions for Greece and did not Trailways or Greyhound bus ticket. plans, you can get some of the best flight in advance can guarantee you 
foreign policy. Modern Greek apply to other nations. TO tell you If you compare prices and comfort, buys and you are not restricted to a won't be hit by a fare increase, and 
Attitude relatively small period Introduction with all that commotion in the (Continued from Page 7 )  of new air service between two cities airline industry, you never know 
PreClate a person who conveys happiness. By being near attitude continuAy ridicule either the situation or a good time buy a cheap what happen next. If you 
ths  type of person you can soon feel more content. others can, in itself, bring on a depressed mood. introductory price ticket but as the arrange your flights at  night or 
Of course, bad attitudes can be conveyed as easily as experts warn, they don't last very during the week rather than 
good ones. Sometimes even though you are in a fairly Remember, each person can always make a dif- long, so you have move quickly. weekends, you can cut your 
good humor, the people around you can change the way ference not only in his-her life but also in the lives of The bargain hunting can be 
YOU feel by Constant complaints. For example, you may others by developing a pleasant outlook. Try not to let tVing and a disappointing job' The Check into tour-basing fares 
be satisfied with a particular situation and may even others bring you down, but rather be the one who pricing structure Of the airline in- where by letting the carrier book 
flnd it pleasant, but listening to someone else with a bad changes the atmosphere from undesirable to desirable. duStry changes, I  especially with after a* these you some land arrangements such 
the a s  hotel room and car rentals you deregulation. Even experienced 
travel agents find it hard to keep up. Can Save some 
But also "selling discount fares can Let's not forget standby, a great 
opportunity if you are not time 
mean lower commissions so agents restricted. 
have an eye on selling up." 
when you get your hands on the final line, airfare bargain 
airfare advertisement be a hunting can be a money saver only 
dscriminating customer. Read the and only if you check into it. After 
little stars, the fine print, call to that YOU can have a safe bargain 
verify, for that matter. Just trip. 
Letter to the Editor 
Griffin complimentary manner in which the 
commends article was written. 
ditch All too frequently it has been my 
Dear Ms. Ritch experience that such articles ap- 
Hank Humphreys was kind pearing in university student 
enough to send me a copy of the .newspapers fail to exhibit the degree 
article you wrote in a recent issue of Of Profess io~l im that Your article 
m e  Chanticleer. I was very pleased o b ~ i o u s l ~  demonstrates. It was 
at both the quality and the content of a very pleasant surprise 
the article. for me to read the article you wrote 
and note its numerous strengths. 
The purpose of this letter 
therefore is to offer you my heartfelt Again, thanks for all your efforts 
gratitude not only for your support on my behalf. I remain available to 
of the Jacksonville State University You and the chapter for any further 
Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia assistance that I may be able to 
and your attendance at  the event at govide. 
whlch I spoke, but a l s o  for the Sincerely, 
comprehensive y e t ,  succinct and Tim D. Griffin 
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Entertainment 
Ensemb 
for Syrr 
By. GREG HEATHCOCK 
The JSU Jazz Ensemble will be 
performing in the lobby of the 
BirrninghamJefferson Civic Center 
Concert Hall, providing pre-show 
entertainment for the Alabama 
Symphony on March 1st and 2nd. 
The ensemble will play for one hour 
starting at 7:W p.m. Both nights 
promise to provide great musical 
entertainment. 
The concept of: lobby music being 
performed before the show was 
begun last season and has since had 
an overwhelming response. 
Dr. Ron Surace, conductor and 
pianl#tfor the group says that the 
band will play current jazz 
favorites, but will also include a few 
of the best loved standards such as 
"Early Autumn." Other 
arrangements will include "Bur- 
bank Express" by Rob McConnel 
and Count Basie's "Blues Machine. 
I Members of the jazz band are Kevin Mobbs of Esom Hill; Kevin 
le opens 
Stauffer of Ft. Walton Beach, Fla.; 
Ken Austin of Sylacauga; Michael 
Brown of Jacksonville; Ron Benner 
of Conyers, Ga.; Willard Dawson of 
Ft. Payne; Andy Houston of 
Odenville; Rick Sargent- of 
Jacksonville: Cary Brague of 
Marietta, Ga.; Sarah Burn of 
Jacksonville; Joey Harbision of 
Pmson; Greg Coleman of Blue 
Ridge; Greg Williams of Marietta, 
Ga. ; John Erdogan of Trinity; Chris 
Moore of Marietta, Ga.; Scott 
Thompson of Alexander City; Gus 
Melton of Washington, D.C.; Robin 
Christian of Jacksonville; and Jim 
Beck of Eastaboga. 
Jacksonville State is lucky to have 
such a talented group of musicians 
on campus. Look for future 
engagements of the ensemble, in- 
cluding an April 6th performance as 
part af a special tribute to Dr. Mort 
~ losse r  of Gadsden, A l a b q .  This 
will be held at Gadsen State Junior 
College on Saturday, April 6th at 
7:00 p.m. Ron Surace 
Festival 
set for 
March 
By MARTHA RITCH 
After an informative National 
Association of Campus Activities 
convention in Chicago, SGA vice 
president Renee Lupa gained some 
valuable knowledge for a spring 
concert festival. The plans are still 
in the works but the date has been 
set for March 30th and some of the 
performers have already been lined 
up. 
The "Spring Festival" will offer 
something for everyone. "It hasn't 
totally materialized yet," says 
h p a ,  but she, in conjunction with 
the University Programs Council, is 
working toward a mixture of art, 
entertainment, and activities for all 
students. 
The UPC is working out the details 
to make the festival a success. The 
council consists of Robyn Alvis, 
Darleen Hocutt, Ralph Weaver, 
Kelly Marsh, Scott Farley, Sherry 
Wade, Joan Malone, James 
Markham, and Troy Bell. "They 
have put in many hours of hard 
work," commends Lupa. "It will all 
pay off in the end." 
So far, local groups "The Fits" 
and "55dB" have aggreed to par- 
I I (See FESTIVAL, Page l2) 
DoI I House - today's theme 
 its' performance 1, 
By GREG SPOON 
The Anniston Community Theatre proves they were 
production of Henrik Ibsen's Tbe 
Doll House proved to be a success 
despite early problems with the 
transition between directors. By ANDY GOGGANS 
Nevertheless, the show went on Thursday mghts performance by the Fits at Brother's Bar was by far one 
under the direction of newly ap- of their best. A major contributing factor was the semi-trailer containing 
pomted director Randy Hall. what amounted to a mobile production studio owned by Fanta Productions 
The play, orlgmally set in late 19th 
century Norway, was updated to 
1910 Knoxville, Tennessee. The show, which was recorded live, consisted of several sets of the Ekts 
The cast was coherent and worked best original songs. Contrary to the fashion in which other live records 
well together throughout the have been made, the album which will be the Fits first, is to be a com- 
production. Pau Tiller, a five year pllation of the best sets from'l'hursday evening's show. 
veteran of the Alabama 
Shakespeare Festival and graduate The band, obviously "hyped up" for the performance, presented a show 
of the Birmingham Southern filled mth a tremendous amount of energy that seemed inexpendable. The 
Theatre Department, gave an ex- members of the Fits seemed to thrive on the powerful emotions displayed 
traordinary performance as Nora by the crowd as they gathered closely a r~und  the stage. 'So much so that 
Hargrove. just when it seemed that they had exhausted all of their physical resources, 
Tiller was able to show the they came back to do another set more intense than the one before. 
&lemma many women were faced 
mth at that tune as the suffragette Just when you thought rock and roll was dead, the Fits appear. They are 
period began. She showed the real rock and rollers who put on a sensational show. Best of all they per- 
problem Nora had dealing with her form their songs for the crowd. 
confining domestic situation with The music the Fits perform is raniniscent of that of the late sixties and 
apparent ease. early seventies, a time when music was music, something to get into. 
Miss Tiller had the task of ap- 
pearing in all but one scene. With the 
exception of a few garbled lines, she vocals beyond belief it's rock and roll at its finest. The Fits have an - 
held up well under the enormous excellent beginning and are paying their dues the right way, the only way, 
pressure of her role. so let's hope it never ends. 
Tommy McConnell played Nora's Some people are born to play rock and roll and The Fits, a musical 
dormneering yet loving husband, dnving force to be reckoned with, are no exception. It was a pleasure and a 
Taylor. McConnell's performance privilege to see and hear the show which was the best thing to happen to 
supported Tiller's as he depicted the Jacksonville in years and years, or at least since Brother's Bar opened 
closed mind male attitude present at 
the turn of the century. McConnell's 
consistent overprotective attitude 
added realism to the couple's daily 
hves. 
(See m L L  HOUSE, Page 12) 
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Passion found in 
'Paradise Poems' 
t. 
By JANET SHARP 
In a time when modern poetry is 
rarely understood by the majority of 
the reading public, it is rare  to find a 
new poet with whom the reader can 
both identify and be moved by. In 
Gerald Stern's Paradise Poems, it 
becomes evident that such poets and 
poetry do exist. 
Several of the poems in this 
collection express the poet's 
relationship with nature and the 
garden. Like the title might suggest, 
Paradise Poems does contain poems 
that might be considered nature 
poems, such as "Orange Roses" and 
"Two Trees". However, it is im- 
mediately revealed in reading this 
collection that the poet is just a s  
shllfull and expressive in writing of 
city life as he is in writing nature 
poems. Whatever the subject 
matter, Stern's poetry reveals a poet 
who is as intensely alive as  his 
poetry. 
A strong thread that  runs 
throughout the collection is Stern's 
ability to draw the reader into a 
dfferent world. Stern gives clear 
glimpses into his own life and, a t  the 
same time, strongly conveys his 
opinions and emotions clearly and 
1 In "The Dancing", Stern begins 
"In all these rottenshops, in all this 
brokeq furnitweland wrinkled ties 
and baseball trophies and cofTee 
pots. . . " 1 Here, the poet brmgs us into his 
own world by usmg rather sedate 
and farmliar Images, then keeps us 
there until the poem's startling 
conclusion. Many of the other poems 
in the collection begm as calmly, 
and end m a much more dramatic 
tone. In "Rhododendron", Stern 
shows this contrast m the last two 
llnes of the poem. 
"'the green tomatoes, the yellow 
marigolds 
the bloody squirrel, the bitter 
universe. 
In "It's Nice to Think of Tears", the 
poem begins as if the poet is 
cheerfully trying to convince 
hunself that his sorrow is not a 
serious matter, but by the end of the 
poem, we feel a sense of sorrow both 
serious and pamful. In this way, 
Stern fools the reader in what seems 
to be an attempt to fool himself. By 
the tune we reach the startling 
conclusion, we are  drawn in. 
Not all of Stern's work in Paradise 
Poems shows the darkest side of life. 
In "Orange Roses", we see a more 
reflective Stern, a man who is both 
sensual and thoughtful. In "Fritz", 
we experience the wonder and the 
beauty, as well a s  the discontent, 
that the auth feels towards man's 
abilities and& own. 
Nova provides 
scientific brain 
food 
By C. Marollas 
NOVA: Adventure in Science is 
simply a book edition of the award- 
winning television series NOVA 
whlch brought science into our 
houses year after year, for ten 
television seasons, making NOVA 
not just the largest winning science 
documentary series in America but 
also the most successful. 
The NOVA series has touched, 
through the years, every branch of 
science, f rom astronomy to 
medicine, to ecology to genetics. It  
is hard to forget NOVA's special 
"The anatomy of volcano" which 
made it the highest rated PBS series 
ever, with 20 million viewers. The 
NOVA production team risked their 
l ives to  reveal  the  spectacular 
eruptions of Mount St. Helem's. 
NOVA's 1982 investigation, Why 
America Burns, won an Emrny 
award. Smce 1977 NOVA has won 
more than twelve major awards a t  
the American Film Festival. The 
creation of NOVA as a book, ac- 
cordmg to John Mansfield, NOVA's 
executive producer, "was to enable 
you to relish the subjects of many of 
the NOVA's you did experience. 
Science broadcasung, conforming to 
the authors, had it s roots in shows 
such a s  "Spectum" and "MU 
Science Reporter:' By the early 
1970's very few science shows were 
on the air. Between Mr. Wizard and 
Walter Cronkite's Apollo presen- 
tation there was little else of sub- 
stance. WGBH Boston decided this 
educational gap needed f i i n g  and 
concentrated its resources to start 
what was to become one of the most 
successful PBS shows. 
The original idea for NOVA can be 
attributed to WGBH's associate 
programming director, Michael 
Ambrosino. After spending a year 
with BBC in London, England , 
under a n  American Fellowship 
Abroad, he was involved with BBC's 
production of Horizon and decided 
that with some adaptations it could 
be a good show for Americans. He 
invented the title NOVA and asked 
source BBC people to come back to 
the USA with him to launch the 
program. The program was 
presented for the first time in the 
spring of 1974. Ambrosino wanted 
NOVA to be a distinctly American 
program, with Amercian producers, 
directors and writers resulting in 
"American homemade enterprise. 
In the early years NOVA was 
dependent on BBC productions hate 
today BBC presents American-made 
NOVAS as part of its Horizon series. 
Ambrosino's goal in creating 
NOVA was to share good stories of 
the physical and natural sciences to 
show example, a s  he says, "of how 
the world works and how the people 
mteract. What is the NOVA: Ad- 
ventures m Science book'? It  is 
simply an effort to extend ,your in- 
terest in the NOVA program, ac- 
cording to the authors, to bring you 
new msights from the history and 
the future of science. Just ask for it, 
and NOVA will give it to you. You 
ml l  enjoy some of the extraordinary 
adventures presented in the book. 
The authors wet your appetite. 
They hope you will be presuaded to 
turn to PBS. For once, turn the 
station from the soap operas, and 
other brain damaging shows. They 
are conditioning you to see some 
brain food. After reading the book, 
it would be very hard to ignore the 
joy of NOVA's forbidden delights. 
So see you next week on PBS. Ok? 
I Puzzle Answer 
FORT LAUDERDALE Spring Break 
Party! LUV daily happy hours on THE 
STRIP"? 7 nights, 8 days on "THE 
STRIP" in Sunny Florida. From 8149.00 
LUV Tours toll free 800-368-2006 
effectively so that the thoGhtful I Though the poems collected in 
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early p~ckup c 41 
60 Minute Blanks 
OUR REGULAR LOW P 
Replenishing Shampoo 
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t 
~estival (Continued from Page 9) 
tiapate, as well as the group student exhibits. Along the same ~ t h  prizes bemg donated by area 
"Wlz~d," (formerly of Mother's h~ Is the chalk wrltlng contest she businesses. Lupa adds, "We're 
m e s t  fame). The "Producers" IS workmg to unpement. "It is a gettmg a good response from the 
have been contacted and have shown cute idea and has been real sue- busmesses. We are wantmg to make 
an mterest, but they have not yet cessful at  other uruversities," she a big community pull for this." 
made a c o m m e n t .  says. Nowthat sprmg fever has sprung, 
Lupa is also hopmg to add m an start loolang forward to the fvst 
arts tesuval whch wfil feature Contests d be gong on all day, "Sprmg Festival." 
Doll House (Continued from Page 9) 
IUer and McConnell were sup- prformance and supported the cast before that brought the plot to the 
ported by Steve Wt ton  as Dr. well. c l i m a x .  S a p e r s ' c o n s i s t e n t  
Rankm, Jonathon Sapers as Nell arrogance added depth and 
Kllgore, and Hervey Folsom as Mrs. Jonathan Sapers' porrayal Of credibility to the character. Even 
h d s a y .  Kllgore made the audience hate though Sapers made a few blunders for his unyieldmg deterrmnabOn 
,*his lmes, he &d a good mtton's porhayal the ahg get even with who was the 
~ e r v e ~ - ~ o l s o m  r unded out the character Rankln added bits Of vlctlm of her own deslre to cure her SUppOrWg Cast m her portrayal of 
at bmes when the husband. It was K1lgore's Mrs. Imdsay, Nora's chlldhwd 
Sci-fi - in the making 
Munich, Germany . . ~ l r e c t o r  of water with four different 
Wolfgang Petersen, currently moveable platforms, capable of 
shooting Twenueth an tu ry  FOX'S SuPPormg camera crews on any 
epic science-fiction adventure part Of the lake. Lighmg lnstaUed 
Enemy Mine at Munich's Bavaria the girder roof can glare with 
Film Studos, was honored 2,000 kilowatts full overhead power 
at a ribbon-cuttmg ceremony of- Or be directed m a smgle powerful 
ticially christening Bavaria's beam. Pips the ceirmg provide 
newest stage, the wolfgang drlzzle, ram or torrents of water to 
Petersen Halle. The stars ot Enemy be used for the Ice and meteor 
Mne, Dennis Quaid and Louis and O n  the G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  J ~ . ,  the brief shooting schedule. Plpes under the 
ceremonybetorego~gtoworktor  lakecansendupasmucha3,OOO 
the tvst tune on the new stage, an gallons of propane gas for fires, 
taclllty whch now extmguishable by the turn of a knob - 
mntlnental E ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~  largest. - a  boihng lake and a lake on flre are -
Positioned m a wooded grove at planned the near 
the corner the B~~~~~~ lot, the The fvst set for the "Ememy 
stage provides mterlors for the Mne" Crew on the new stage ~s a 
h o t  on volcamc clitt and lake created by B weight of the drama permeated the letter t e h g  Taylor about the money friend. Folsom gave crecllbhty to location lanzarote, the Spamsh stagehands and 10 scrulptors; audience. Whltton gave a Nora had borrowed 'Irn y*rs her character wlth her reserved, anarles, 
at the start of produchon. another u p c o m g  set features a M- 
quet movements and responses. N~~~~~ the stage for M ~ .  petersen, sized spaceship nestled in a volvanic 
29 Tremulous Others appearmg m The Doll s a d  executive producer Stanley Crater. Housemcluded Lou Stahl a s  Helene, O'Toole, was "to honor the G e r m  With the new giant m M swing, 
the mad ;  Matt Ponder as the director's brilliant record in- ''Enemy Mme" 1s now using nine out 
35 Tranquillity dehvery boy; and Deanne Mullinax, ternahonally with such successes as of eleven Bavaria sound stages. And Andrew and Davld Zinn 8s the 'Das Bootp and 'me  Neverendmg 1" the coldest wmter Germany has 
Hargrove children. story,' followed now by the highly Seen m Years, cast and crew are 
Artistic &rector Randy Hall 1s to anticipated pox 1985 Christmas warm and comfortable in the 17 A state abbr 38 Sharp-witted Wolfgang Petersen Stage's efficient 
40 Teutonic delty 
41 Antlered anlmal 
48 Takes one's 
position 10 Recommlt 
13 Memoranda 
1 Ed~ble seeds 
2 Encomiums 
: Two- fer $5.00 : 
Choice Of Combo Sandwich 
1 Provfde crew 
2 Iced Teas 
Remember to vote in the Blueberry, Lemon, Cherry Tarts 
I 
SGA elections Cheesecake, Carrot Cake, Chocolate Cake 
I on . 
I 
I March 5 !  ! I 
L 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 m 1 - 1 - 1 ~ - l I I I ) I l I I C l i  
Chili, Soups 
L , . .  
NEW COMBO Sandwiches 
WORD PRQCWNG Part Time Attendant 
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Student managers prepare for future 
By ROY WILLIAMS 
Preparing daily meals for the 
public requires food service 
organizations such as SAGA to have 
dedicated, hard-working employees. 
The directors at the Jack Hopper 
Dining Hall are blessed in two top  
notch assistants in SAGA student 
managers, Richard Kelly and 
Stanley Lemon. Richard, a 23 year- 
old senior from Anniston, and 
Stanley, a 21 year-old junior from 
Eastaboga, have been instrumental 
in the SAGA organization this year. 
SAGA plays an immensely im- 
portant role on campus; however, it 
is often under-appreciated and 
criticized by some students. The 
campus director is Rick Clark and 
SAGA'S manager is Laurel Berhine. 
The secretary is Linda Brock who 
deals with the students in per- 
forming in various secretarial and 
meal ticket duties. Says Richard, 
"They are very instrumental in 
helping the student managers, Scott 
Williams, Stanley, and me. They 
educate us on how to work suc- 
cessfully in food services. We all 
work together as a team to produce 
a ~roduct. 
career. "Since I major in food 
services," said Richard, "I'll use 
this job to see how people act and 
how to deal with their problems. 
This work expericence will aid me in 
learning how to manage a business. 
What made Richard decide to go 
into food services as a career'! "I 
believe that people are important 
and my main goal in life is to help 
others. Several years ago, after 
working one summer in a Morrison's 
Cafeteria," he added, "I came to 
realize that this is what I wanted to 
do. I chose food service because I 
enjoy working with food." Richard 
plans to use his degree in order to 
join a food service organization in a 
managerial position, probably at  a 
Morrison's or SAGA. Later, he 
might branch out into other f o r m  of 
food service. 
Stanley, who is beginning his third 
year as an SAGA employee and has 
also been a student manager for two 
semesters, is not a food service 
major. He majors in law en- 
focement and minors in corrections. 
Many people might feel that this is 
quite an awkward field to be in- 
volved in food services as a student 
when I graduate I can look back on 
thls as a reference when applying 
for a management job in law en- 
forcement 
Stanley feels that certain qualities 
are necessary whenever a person 
goes into management. "No matter 
what field you g i  into," Stanley 
remarked, "to be a good manager a 
person has to be able to work well 
with other people, maintain a 
positive attitude in others towards 
yourself. It requires a person to be 
demandmg also; you've got to set 
rules and regulations and see to it 
that everyone tibides by these 
rules." Richard added, "In food 
service or any other organization, I 
feel that a sense of humor is very 
important. It helps you through the 
rough times and allows you to deal 
better with people and their ways. 
Last spring, Richard appeared on 
television with his food service class 
under the instruction of Dr.Sowell. 
He explained, our class went on the 
Annisotn program "By The Way" 
where we made garnishes. It was 
quite an experience for me because 
we were able to show people our 
trade and what we were able to do. 
klchard has worked at  SAGA for manager. But not Stanley. He Dr.Sowell has always helped me 
three%ears and is in his second explained, "I believe that they both learn more about the field by taking Student managers of SAGA discuss problems faced by employees. 
semseter as student manager. He is 
not working there purely for the 
money - he majors in Food Service 
Administration and plans on using 
h s  SAGA experiences to enhance U 
Applications 
go hand-m-hand because each deals 
with helpmg people, meeting peopler 
and gettlng to know them. I feel that 
it wlll help me because it's a 
management type job. And maybe 
us to high schools, restaurants, and 
food service conventions. She is my 
mam teacher and advisor, and has 
been very instrumental in helping 
me develops xqy food service career. 
Stanley is also involved in other 
activities besides SAGA. He per- 
formed in the musical Purlie last 
October. He is a member of the 
Crime Prevention Committee with 
Officer Pearl Williams and other 
concerned students. 
When asked to describe the duti.es 
of the student maager ,  Stanley 
(See SAGA, Page 15) 
CDCS provides students with tips on job hunting 
By MARTHA RITCH mark anything out. That is a sign of 
Job hunting is a scary thought. indecision." Keep i~& mind that the 
Practically everything about it application will become a per- 
makes the skin crawl anel sends manent part of your record should 
chllls up and down the spine. Some you be Wed. If appropriate writing 
of this can be cured, or at least put space isn't available, ask for an 
into prospective. Like most im- m p t y  desk or a clipboard. It 
portant endeavors, job hunting doesn't quite turn out as neat 8 You 
requires careful thought and have to rely on a magizine or Your 
planning. knee to bare down on. 
"Application aafiety" often ap- Something not often considered is 
pears with the already instilled the Color of ink used. Just as John T. 
pressure of the job interview. The M0ll0y found color to be an im- 
application is one thing that can be Portant aspect in clothing, there are 
taken care of, and one of the few good and bad ink color choices. 
h n g s  completely controlled by the Black came out on top, blue 
applicant. followed, with greens, purples, and 
Be prepared. "Take along in- all other colors receiving a negative 
portant information that you might reaction. 
need," says Gary Dempsey, Dempsey adnuts, "Applicants are 
Director of Personnel Services. not based on the neatness of their 
Because most f o r m  ask for per- applications, but it does have an 
sonal references, it is important to Impact." He goes on to. say, "A 
gve accurate information. ms person may be perceived as being 
means a lot of phone numbers and sloppy, whether they are or not. So it 
addresses to remember. This is a is iXIlp0rtant that a person fill it Out 
difficult task even when there's no as neatly and correctly as they'can:' 
pressure. Dempsey recommends, Some extra advice in filling out 
"Sit down sometime and prepare a application forms is to carefully 
list of the names and numbers you read over gverythmg afterwards. 
will need." Other things often asked Watch Out for careless mistakes. Fo 
for are Social Security number, instance, When filling in you bir- 
work experience along with dates thday, Fortenberry explains how 
and salay,  and education (where, easy it is to mess up and put the 
when, GPA). current year instead of the y e q  you 
Be neat. Sandy Fortenberry, were b;arn. Most imortant of all is to 
C.D.C.S. Counselor, advises to first follow dukctions. 
read over the entire application. Sometimes applications are wordy 
Therefore, you will Know more of and difficult to understand. But be 
what to expect. She adds, "Don't careful and pay attention. Dempsey 
says he has seen plenty of a p  
plications come and go. Some of 
them receive attention only because 
they are humorous. An example of 
what can happen if you don't pay 
attention and read the questions is 
the form that came in with neither 
the "male" nor the "female" blank 
checked. Written in between the 
boxes was "boy." 
For job description, one applicant 
claimed he was a "bust boy" at 
Morrison's Cat' teria. He did not, 
however, list hu tasks. 
In another case, someone came to 
they don't want day to day activities newsand you feel there is somethmg 
but an overall job description. "Be m your past that could cost you the 
specific about previous employers job, put it down anyway. If more 
but you don't have to write a thesis," details are needed, put an asterisk 
laughs Dempsey. He also says to be beside the information explaining at 
specific about the type of job you are the bottom of the page that you 
applying for. "Don't say you will do would like to discuss matters fur- 
'anything' unless you mean it. You ther. 
may end up with a job you don't It' you are aware of some of the 
want. problems beforehand, maybe the 
Be honest. Past work experience, pressure will ease a little. Actually, 
performance ability, and it is only the dread of filling out 
educational credentials can be forms that can be so devastating. 
verified. Even if it is not all good Happy hunting and good luck ... 
I 1 
the place where they were asked to 
mark their racial background.^ A ITurner: a Black hero I 
was written in every space. "Ap 
parently we didn't have one that 
suited this person," Dempsey 
m l e d .  He did add that Jacksonville 
State is an Equal Opportunity 
Employer and as an Affirmative 
Action employer, they are required 
to make periodic statistical reports. 
This is the only reason for asking for 
racial, veteran, and disability in- 
formation. It is not actually a part of 
the application. 
Be thorough. "Don't leave blank 
spaces. Employers think you didn't 
read the form," says Fortenberry. 
If a question does not apply to you, 
either put N A or a straight line or 
dash m the space. The application 
form will look scattered and in- 
complete It' spaces are left blank. 
Be specific. When they ask what 
tasks you performed during your 
past jobs, Dempsey explains that 
By LARRY MOORE 
The story of Nat Turner is the story of a man with a purpose. In 1831 Nat 
Turner led a band of sixty slaves through the Southern Virginia town of 
Southhampton, brutally killing anyone white that lay in his path, including 
men, women and babies. 
The events that precipitated what was to become known as "Old Nat's 
War" tells the story of a man who had an unquenchable desire to see his 
people kee. When he was through, fifty seven white people lay dead-dead 
in their sins; sins which had perpetrated Nat Turner's sin. The vicious 
cycle had finally been completed. 'Ihe cruelty of this murderous rampage 
pales in comparison to the horrid brutality of slavery. For this reason Nat 
Turner felt no remorse. 
This is obviously not an attempt to condone murder or to glorlfy it. But 
one thing is certain-Nat Turner made the entire South change its view of 
the slave. No longer would southern white labor under the myth that slaves 
were either "content with their situation or too servile to be capable of 
mounting an armed attack. 
Nat 'Turner was born in 1800 in Southhampton, Virginia. His mother was 
an African born slave who so hated the idea of bringing another slave into 
this world that she had to be tied in order to keep from killing him when he 
(See TURNER, Page 14) 
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By DEBBIE COGGpS successful show, a drawing was held 
"It's a Love Atfair, the 1985 Bridal to determine the winners of the door 
Show was recently p~esented by prizes which were provided by each 
Anniston's Downtown Merchants, of the merchants. In addition, there 
Brides-t&be, their iiances, and were cash prizes totallng $1200.00 
mothers enjoyed an afternoon with gven away. 
exfubits, panel discussions, and a The Downtown Anniston 
fashon show. 
Entermment for the event was businesses that presented this year's 
provided by Gens Swords, Miss show were: BerrnanGayles, 'fie 
Northeast Alabama 'reen and Kera Bridal ShOppe, Bubba's 
and Scott Witkouski. Kera is the Servlce, Couch's Jewelers, Fantasia 
reigmng MISS 'reen Oxford. The Designs, Ginny 's, Happy Hallmark, 
three entertained by Howell Reality, Hudson's, Lance 
solos. Johnson Studo, Spidle's Jewelers, S terhg Jewelers, Stewart Cleaners. 
At the conclusion of this very Stewart's ' h e d o  Shop. 
l urner 
(Continued from Page 13) 
was born. When Nat was a young man, his father escaped and reached 
freedom in the north. 
Young Nat 'Wner grew up quickly. He had always had a notion that God 
had a special purpose for him. He heard voices and claimed that the spirit 
spoke to him. Nat Turner constantly fasted and prayed. One of few slaves 
who could read, Nat studied the scriptures intently. The more he studied, 
the more convinced he became that it was his destiny to lead his people out 
of slavery. 
Finally on May 12,1828, Nat claimed the spirit spoke to him and declared 
that he should prepare himself to slay his enemies upon the appearance of 
a "sign in the heavens." That sign appeared with the eclipse of the sun in 
February, 1831. Nat picked four trustworthy men and chose a date to strike 
because of illness he had to reset the date. Thus on Sunday, August 21, Nat 
Turner had a date with destiny. Nat Turner lead a mob of eventually sixty 
men on a fortyeight hours bloodlettug spree. 
It is easy to discuss Nat Turner as a religious, fanatical murderer. Oq a 
deeper level, however, Nat Turner was, indeed, a man with a purpose. 
"Old Nat's War"' was the forerunner of the great slavery debates and 
permanently changed the rnindset of Americans, Black and White: North 
and South. 
He was a brave black soul who gave his life for his people. 
ROTC is Harvey's 
By OSCAR H O N E Y C ~  
Seeing the familiar black and gold 
shlrts to the JSU Ranger Company 
as they begin another fastpaced run 
is a common sight on Wednesday 
afternoons. Finding Cadet 
Lieutenant Colonel Harvey 
Robinson out in front leading his 
Rangers is also common. Harvey, a 
native of Cartersville, Georgia, has 
been involved in ROTC for the past 
several years and has taken courses 
m ~ i l i t a i ~  Science ranging from the 
basic level to the advanced level 
courses in whch he is presently 
enrolled. 
When asked what interested him 
m ROTC, Harvey responded, "As a 
management major, I felt that the 
experience I could gain in leadership 
and management would prove in- 
valuable in both a military and a 
civllian career." Harvey added, 
"Although the decision to join ROTC 
d ~ d  not come easy, with the aid of the 
ROTC Instructors and counseling 
&om my wrestling coach, a man I 
had great respect for, I decided that 
joining R O E  would be one of the 
best career moves I could make. 
Standmg 5'11" and weighing over 
two hundred pounds without an 
ounce of fat, Harvey is the epitome 
of an athlete. Harvey explained that 
sports have always played a big   art 
m his life, especially football and 
wrestling. He has been involved in 
both sports since his days at Car- 
tersville High School. Harvey 
commented. "When I first came to 
JSU, I played some football and was 
a member of the wrestling team. At 
one point I was offered the op- 
portunity to leave JSU and wrestle 
for another school. If I had accepted 
theoffer, it would have meant giving 
up ROTC. I felt ROTC was more 
important to my future so I gave up 
wrestling. I think the sacrifice was 
well worth it. If I had to do it all over 
again, I would make' the same 
decision. 
Harvey Robinson 
What are Harvey's plans for the 
future? "I plan on finishing my 
degree, receiving my commission as 
a Second Lieutenant and if I enjoy 
mlitary life, making it a career. If I 
should decide to leave the Army, I 
feel the knowledge, maturity, and 
experience gained will set me ahead 
future 
of my contemporaries in the civilian 
job market competition. 
Harvey is involved in many 
campus activities, including Kappa 
Alpha Psi Fraternity and in- 
tramural sports. He also par- 
ticipates in the Army's 
Sunultaneous Membership Program 
whch allows him to attend monthly 
drills with his National Guard unit 
as an officier candidate. He enjoys 
h s  position as Ranger Commander, 
but looks forward to graduating and 
being commissioned as an Army 
officer this spring. 
Anyme interested in going to Spain? A 
tr ip is being planned for August 20.31. 
Total package $1100.00; this includes 10 
days in some of Spain's finest hotels. Al l  
breakfasts plus eight additional meals. 
Round t r i p  from New York to Madrid. 
Interested persons should contact Teresa 
SUCO at 435-7290 after 5 : W  p.m. or Rena 
Lupa at 435-9820 ext. 492. 
FOR SALE: 
Davenport Danish design, Ideal for 
small apartment or recreation room. 
Melon color. Good condition. Fair ly 
priced. Call 435-9324. 
S P R I N G B R E A K  R E S E R V A T I O N  
SERVICE. 7 nights, 8 days in Ft. 
Lauderdale - Florida's most popular 
sor inabreak~ar tv  - from $109. Cali NOW to 
ieserie you'r sun-filled vacation. LUV 
Tours 800-368-2006. Ask for Annette. 
2-7, 14, 21, 28 
FOR SALE 
Commodore VIC-20 with accessories 
For more information call 435-1372. 
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Blacks view campus social life as nonexistent 
By MCKY WALLACE 
What's happenin' to black social 
life is the question. What are the 
Jacksonville black students doing on 
the weekend or after classes for 
enjoyment, recreation, or 
relaxation? Do blacks feel that 
there are activities for them to join'? 
A small survey was done in black 
social life here on campus, and black 
males and females were asked such 
questions as: "What do you do on 
weekends? Are you in a sorority or 
fraternity? What clubs are you in'? 
Black females generally enjoy 
basketball games, fraternity par- 
ties, and going to movies shown at  
Theron Montgomery Building. They 
also go to such clubs as Solid Gold, 
Holloways, Elks, and the NCO. 
the 
same things. The only difference is 
that the males go to the coliseum 
and Roundhouse more frequently 
than the black females. 
On one part of the survey, a vast 
majority of both sexes agree that 
they don't go to parties or club ac- 
tivities at all, but rather sleep, 
study, watch t.v., or go home on 
weekends because they say there is 
nothing to do. The Prince concert 
and the movie, "Purple Rain, seem 
to be the only exciting events this 
year. 
Is black social life so dull, boring, 
and almost nonexistant? Some say 
it is. Lavinda Waters, a junior from 
Birmingham, Alabama, said "There 
is nothing to do. People say there is 
somethmg to do, but there isn't. 
There are things such as the Pub, 
Katz, and Brothers, but these are all 
for whites. We (blacks) don't have 
anything. I don't feel like I'm a part 
of this campus." Miss Waters 
further explained that blacks and 
whtes go different places to party 
and have 3 good time. Seventy-five 
percent of the people on the survey 
agreed that blacks and whites did 
the same things but at  different 
places while the other twenty-five 
percent disagreed totally. Why do 
blacks and whites need separate 
places to go? Most say this is due to 
personal preference: blacks prefer 
to do what they like and go certain 
places with other blacks and vice 
versa with the whites. 
There are three black fraternities 
and two black sororities on the JSU 
campus. How do they affect black 
social life? Only a small percentage 
of blacks on campus are in a sorority 
or fraternity. This means a large 
percentage of blacks a re  in- 
dependents with no fraternity or 
sorority to take up their spare time. 
Is it a final, hard-core truth that 
there ARE activities for blacks to 
enjoy, but that the activities on 
campus don't draw black interest'? 
It is a fact that all of the activities 
are held on Tuesdays and 'l'hur- 
sdays. This leaves nothing to do on 
weekends for blacks but be bored. 
Boredom just may be the cause of 
student apathy, crime, and suicide 
that this University and others are 
trying so hard to overcome. In order 
to combat boredom, activities are 
needed to stir the interest of all 
cultures and not just the 
majority. 
Saga (Continued from Page 13) 
answered. u~~ main duty is SAGA managers. "It has been a that SAGA is simply a campus meal three hundred educational in- students who need them for a special 
oversee students. I come in the very interesting and valuable service. However, Stanley pointed stitutions that SAGA provides food occasion, and SAGA also holds 
afternoons at  around 3 : ~ )  and check educational experience from all out that SAGA is a gigantic cor- services for," he said, "it runs banquets for Boy Scouts, church 
the meals and the line to make sure angles," said Richard, "whether it numerous hotels, hospitals, groups, and charity groups. The 
it is set up. I also check the dining be dealing with people, learning how " 1  believe that restaurants, and pizza parlors. In SAGA intramural football team has 
area to make sure it is clean. We are to run the business, and learning the almost any state that you visit, you won the championship the past three 
here mainly to shorten the basic skille of food service operation peOp le are im t willfind Some type of food service years. 
managers' day because they often in the kitchen. 'fis lob builds run by SAGA. 
come in at 5:M) a.m. and remain character." Stanley added, "I get a and m y ma in goal Richard and Stanley added that Richard Kelly and Stanley Lemon 
here practically all day until ( j ; ~ o  good feeling working here. You get SAGA provides many services for are eager to assist any student in the 
when it closes. By having us here, to meet students You might other- in l i f e  i s  to help the students besides the meals. cafeteria. It is not unusual to see 
they can leave at  6:30 while we wise never meet, so it's a good OP- They have special meal plans fo the them greeting fellow students with a 
remain until 8 or g p.m. to insure portunity to make friends. Plus, the others." students, special catering for any smile or friendly gesture. The next 
that the cafeteria is cleaned up. money comes in handy when you're students or organizations that time you meet them in the cafeteria, 
Both Richard and Stanley have trying to make it through school. poration, involved in several dif- request their assistance, make cake speak to them and congratulate 
truly enjoyed their experiences as Many students incorrectly assume ferent areas. "Besides the over decorations or order cakes for those them both On a job well done. 
South Pelham Road 
Monday Thursday 9 00 am tu 2 00 p  m 
Frtdays 9 00 a rn to 2 00 p m and Publrc Square Branch 
4M)pm to000prn  
Weaver Branch 
Weaver, Alabama 
Ttme tor lunch 7 Good Only From 
Lunch need not be the 
same old thtng Domtno's 
Ptzza offers a choice 
11:00 A.M. 2:00 P.M. 
We use onlv the best 
tngred~ents you get a 
nottceably superlor ptzza 1 
Domtno s P~zza  IS # I  tor 
fast tree 30 m~nute ptzza 
CHECK OUT OUR ICE COLD SPECIALS NOW you hdbe a chotce 
G~ve us a call 1 
55.9 gets you a 12" 
one item pizza and 
NATURAL cans Fast, Frw Delivery 
College Center 
College Center  
11 :00 - 1 a0 Sunday-Thursday 
Milwaukee Best 
OLYMPIA Ret. 
GALLON OF DRAFT TO GO $4.75 Our dr~vers carry less' 
than $20 00 Not valid with any other offer Limited delivery area. 
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N Sports A 
e Here's e nners 
Gamecocks skin Livingston, 83-50 
Robert SplrIeon muscles inside for the bucket. 
nasts come up short 
All-Around competition with a 54.25. 
JSU's Kemy Moore placed third 
with a 53.35. 
Jacksonville State's Brian Walker 
came in first place on floor with 9.60; 
Dave Oak was first on pommel horse 
with a 9.0, first on parallel bars with 
9.0, and first on high bar with a 9.45; 
Clyde Moreland placed fist on vault 
with a 9.45. 
This brings the Jacksonville State 
record to 9-5 as they host Radford 
University on Wednesday night at 
7;30 p.m. in Stephenson Gym. The 
meet will be a dual meet with the 
ladies from both Jacksonville State 
and Radford University. 
m fares well in State 
g meet 
- 
groans had seized, and the dust had Pelham had lifts of 605 in the squat, 
settled, Pete Pelham had finished in 450 on the bench press, and 
second place. deadlifted 650. 
His total weight 
The h i s t o n  native competed in handled was 1,705 pounds and was 
the 275-pound weight division. good enough for second place. 
Head coach, 
Lady 
Rudy Abbott saw 
Gam 
his men have little 
ecock 
trouble with Tuskegee. 
s battle 
LU Tigers to the wire 
BY STEVE CAMP 
One half does not a basketball game make learned the Lady Gamecocks 
as they fell 64-61 to the Lady Tigers of Livingston last Saturday in Pete 
Mathews Coliseum. 
Though the overall play was improved, the Gamecocks fell to 226 on the 
season. 
Jacksonville had things going their way in the opening half. The Lady 
- -  - 
Gamecocks led by as many as seven points as they opened a 23-16 margin 
at 5:30. 
hvmgston spent the opening period trying to recover from having their 
head coach ejected from the game following three technicals at  the 7:02 
mark. 
The Lady Tigers hotted the count, 3030 with less than a minute in the 
half. but a driving layup by Ranetta Chandler at  the horn gave Jax State a 
3230 advantage at  the break. 
hvingston too the lead 34-33 at  18:Ol of the final half and never again 
trailed. 
Turnovers and sloppy execution marred the Gamecocks'the opening 
minutes of the half. 
They spent the remaining 15 minutes trying to right their wrongs. Jax 
State's first field goal of the half came at 13:21 on a Tonya O b e r  jump shot. 
The Tigers' lead was built to as many as seven before Jacksonville began 
a comeback. 
The margin was trimmed to only a pair, 6139 with 1:10 remaining. Jax 
State got the ball in the last thirty seconds with a chance to tie but couldn't 
get a shot to fall. 
The lady Gamecocks were forced to foul and Livingston connected from 
the line with four seconds to play. 
With the victory, Livingston moved to 13-13 on the season. 
Jax State scoring was paced by the %point performance of Maurine 
Ragland. She was followed by Tonya Gober's fifteen and Ranetta Chan- 
dler's ten points. 
Livingston followed the lead of Jarquetta Versher, who scored 15 points, 
and Rosalyn Dowdy's fourteen. 
Catch Game- 
COC 
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Jacksonville State hammers 
visiting Tus kegee 
BY STEVE CAMP 
Nobody said it would be easy. 
But last Saturday's season- 
opening double-header with 
Tuskegee Institute was anything but 
troublesome for the Gamecocks as 
they recorded a pair of victories. 
The opening contest was nothing 
more than a workout for Rudy 
Abbott's Jax State squad as they 
walloped the visitors 2 0 4  in five 
innings. 
Jacksonville had plenty of bats on 
hand as they chased three Tuskegee 
pitchers from the mound. 
The Gamecocks were led by the 
likes of Derrick 'l'homas and Jack 
Malone. Thomas went 2 for 3 with 
two homeruns and a walk. 
Newcomer, Malone also had a pair 
of homers in three trips to the plate. 
In all, Jacksonville had six 
Homeruns in their four innings at 
bat. Of the ten Jax State players to 
come to the plate, nine had at least 
one hit in the game. 
As it turned out, one run would 
have been enough for the 
Gamecocks a s  pitcher Steve 
Marrion turned in an outstanding 
performance of his own. 
The junior left-hander hurled five 
innings for the shutout. He allowed 
only two hits and recored three 
strikeouts enroute to the winning 
decision. 
(See BASEBALL, Page 19) 
AIN'T NO REASON 
Fn'. 6 Sat. 10:w-12:w 
Sundry 11:W-11:OO 
-. . 
* 
'I'CKO ANYPLACE ELSE.. 
1501 Quintard Ave. 5430 Pelham Rd. 
pmmmmmmm-mmmmmmm mmmmmmmmmmm1mmm 
I W H r m b # g a r , h , &  
1 1 *Hrmhrger,h#& 3 I 
1 16-Oz. Soft Rink $ gg 1 16-(h. Soft wdk $ 99 1 
I I Cheese 6 Torn* Extm Cheese 6 Tornoto Extm r h a h  I 1 piuanx 1 CarparGoodYBo)lkniRn* I by#lGood#Bd~kniRnW I I 
I Good a t  participating Wendy's. I Good at participating Wendy's. Mot vdkl with mny oder  offer. k t  valid ." nr ~ r .  I *,, *.,,,,, - whn fl*'* p.m -* * 
OLO ,a,* ,ON. 0 I 
old.*. 
1 m r  ex* 3-6-85 I Offer e x p h  3-6-85 
- 
I 
I 
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intramural Sports Report 
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL STANDINGS 
a s  o f  Feb. 1 8  
FRATERNITY 
Red D i v i s i o n  
D e l t a  C h i  6-7 
Kappa Alpha  P s i  4-9 
Whi t e  D i v i s i o n  
Alpha  P h i  Alpha  12-2 
Kappa S i q  8-4 
P i  Kapp 8-5 
Omega P s i  P h i  4-7 
Sigma Nu 1-12 
CHAMPIONSHIP LEAGUE 
"J" D i v i s i o n  
"U"  D i v i s i o n  
B l a z e r s  6-1 Sudden I m p a c t  4-1 
Gamble r s  6-1 The R e v o l u t i o n  4-1 
C e l t i c s  3-3 P i  K a p p  "B" 2- 4 
Dixon "C" 3-4 BCM- 2 2-4 
BCM- 1 1- 5 B'ham B l a z e r s  2-3 
B i g  Orange  1-6 
"S" ~ i v i s i o n  
S i x e r s  7-0 
I Tappa Keg 5-2 
6 9 e r ' s  4-2 
L o a f s  2-4 
M i n i R o c k e t s  1-5  
S t a r z  1-5 
FRATERNITY ALL-SPORTS 
P i  Kapp 48 KA 39 
Delta C h i  A 40 AT0 34 
Kappa S i g  2 2  
Kappa Alpha P s i  0 
- 
Alpha  P h i  A 1  1 2  
Omega P s i  P h i  0 
Sigma Nu 8 
Season opens 
By MARK HOPPER 
Jacksonville State baseballers started the 1985 season off in grand 
fashion Saturday sweeping a pair of games.from Tuskegee Institute. 
The Gamecocks hammered six homeruns in the opening contest to drill 
Tuskegee 20-0 at University Field. 
Sophomore left-hander Steve Merriam threw a one-hit s h u t a t  in the 
opener, with D. T. Thomas and Jack Malone supplying two homeruns each 
to lead the Gamecock offensive attack. Pat Amrnirati and Bill hvrich also 
hit homers in the game. 
The Gamecocks got a sound pitching performance from Jeff Hayward to 
take the nightcap 94. Hayward hurled a one-hitter while striking out eight 
Tuskegee batters. Stewart Lee, a freshmarl from Besserner,and sophomore 
Robert Duncan each had homers to pace the hitting attack. 
Jacksonville jumped to an 184 lead in the first three innings to seal the 
first win, off two long homeruns over the right field fence. The Gamecocks 
scored five in the first, nine in the second, and four in third. 
Mark Hanson, Lovrich, Tim Garland, and Thomas had two hits each 
while Cecil Clark had Tuskegee's only hit. 
JSU continued its power display in the second game as Hayward 
registered his first win ofthe season. Duncan had a homer and single, while 
Lee had a homer and single to lead the offensive attack. Todd Anderson 
also had two hits. 
' "Basically I tried to throw strikes and get ahead on the hitters and 
challenge them," said sophomore pitcher Steve Marriad'Fortunately, we 
were hittlng the ball and the defense played well and made key plays when 
we needed a big out. We feel this team has great potential and if we con- 
tinue to work we are expecting a great season." 
Jax State will travel to Birmingham4outhern . . , .  Wednesday for the next 
game. 
WOMEN ' S LEAGUE 
W e a t h e r l y  2-1 
BCM 2-1 
S o u t h e r n  B e l l e s  2-1 
The Dolls 2-1 
F i t z p a t r i c k  1-2 
Alpha  X i ,  Delga 0-3 
F r e a k a z o i d s  7-0 
C o l o n e l s  6-1 
~ a i d e r s  5-2 
Dixon "B" 5- 2 
P i  Kapp "C" 4-3 
Delta C h i  "B" 5-2 
I Wesley  F o u n d a t i o n  4-3 I T u c k e r  Boys 4-3 
AT0 1B" 1-6 
Hawks 1-6 
Spur tom Warriors 0-7 
Youth G l o w  S a i n t s  0-7 
SATUROAY NIT€ Ore -Spring Break Bash 
You won't hear a partl~ band this ~ o o d  on spring 
break. So why not party with us Saturday after 
the Basketball Game 
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Baseball (Continued fran Page 17) Jax State 
Jacksonville scored in every in- 
ning, but it was the second which put 
the contest on ice. 
In that inning, eight runs crassed 
the plate, thanks in part to four 
homers. Two of those were by lead- 
off hitter D.T. Thomas. 
Other than the second, Jax State 
Tigers 
piled up five runs in the f is t ,  four in 
the third, and three in the fourth. 
The second contest was a bit more 
of a game. Jacksonville took the 
decision by a 93 count. 
Righthander Jeff Haywood 
started the game on the hill for the 
home team. It was a game which 
many people felt could'be a turning 
point for Haywood. He possessed 
control of all his pitches in recording 
four scoreless innings for the win. 
Haywood recorded five strikeouts 
in the opening two innings. 
Jax State got a pair of runs in the 
second and built the lead to 9-1. 
Fbb Duncan paced the Gamecock 
bats with a homerun. 
Tuskegee used the fifth and sixth 
innings to score their runs as they hit 
reliever Jay Stephens for three. 
But the Gamecock pitcher retired 
the visitors in the seventh to close 
the door. 
The Gamecock charge was lead by 
Melvin Allen. The senior guard 
playing in his final regular-season 
home game pumped in 18 points on 
the night. 
Allen was followed by fellow 
senior Robert Guyton who had a 16 
point performance and Robert 
Spurgeon who added fourteen. 
Guyton and Spurgeon were also the 
leading rebounders with nine and 
seven respectively. 
Jones played a total of eleven 
players in the contest, all of which 
managed to help the effort on the 
score board. 
(Continued from Page 16) 
The Tigers were led all over the 
floor by forward Terrence Spraglin 
who scored 17 points and pulled 
down 8 rebounds. He was followed 
by Andrey Vinson who totaled ten 
points on the evening. 
Livingston was hampered 
severely by their own mistakes. In 
all, the Tigers committed 17 tur- 
novers and was victimized on steals 
on 8 other occasions. 
The Gamecocks gave the ball up 
on turnovers only five times. 
Jacksonville threatened to run 
away and hide in the opening 
minutes as they piled up eight 
straight unanswered points. Robert 
Spurgeon took control early with 
four quick points while his team- 
mates got their wheels turning. 
The lead was stretched to 13-2 five 
minutes into the affair before 
Livingston got started. The visitors 
then used a 125 scoring spurt to cut 
the deficit to four at 18-14. 
But again, Jax State went to work. 
A pair of Kelvin Bryant 
freethrows with 5:01 remaining in 
the half gave the homestanders a 
ten-point, 3222 lead. They led by 
eight at the break on a slashing 
layup by Melvin Allen at the buzzer. 
The lights were turned out on 
Livingston early as Guyton and 
Spurgeon put in quick baskets to 
start the final twenty minutes. 
"We changed gears and kicked it 
up so to speak in the second half," 
commented Jones. "That made 
them start shooting in the second 
half ." 
Keith McKeller converted on a 
three-point play at 13:08 and the 
Gamecocks were cruising with a 51- 
36 lead. From there, the margin 
only increased as Jones called on his 
subs to finished off the wounded 
Tigers. 
Seniors 
(Continued from Page 16) 
I remember Robert Guyton best for his gutsy performance at Delta State 
this season. He piled up 2A points and97 rebounds. Not a bad night's work. 
Earl Warren gained a lot of respect last season in the Tom Roberson 
Classic. Earl averaged 25 points per game and was honored as the tour- 
nament's MVP. I can truthfully say I've never seen Earl Warren have a 
bad game. 
When I think of Melvin Allen, I can't help but remember a contest last 
year between Jax State and West Georgia. Melvin pumped in an un- 
believable 42 points and connected 20 out of 22 times from the foul line. He 
almost single-handedly beat the Braves as Jacksonville won 86-74. To call 
that performance a classic would be an understatement. 
But of the four, Bret Jones has impressed this fan the most. While his 
teammates ran up and down the floor, Jones sat and cheered them on. 
Bret Jones has never gotten a chance to pile up many minutes of playing 
t i e ,  but he never lost any spirit while waiting for his chance. 
He's been called the father figure to his teammates, and it's un- 
derstandable,neveronce have I ever seen him complain. Look at any great 
team and you will see that each had someone like Bret Jones. 
Now, in their final collegiate season, Jax State's senior class is pushing 
toward a possible national title. The odds of that happening are in the 
Gamecocks' favor, but if for some reason they don't quite get there, Robert 
Guyton, Earl Warren, Melvin Allen, and Bret Jones will be undisputed 
m e r s .  
rifle team 
gets two 
records 
By Jody Kern 
The Jacksonville State University 
rifle team defeated Auburn 
University and the Marion Military 
Institute in a Bposition shooting 
match with a school record setting 
score of 2158 points. Auburn came in 
second place with 2104 points and the 
Marion Military Institute trailed 
wlth 1821 points. 
Robert Tanaka of JSU 
established a new school record by 
shooting a 553 out of a possible 600 
pomts. 
Second place went to JSU's 
Steve Benoit with 548 points, Larry 
Lassister of Auburn was third with 
545 points, and Karen Heath of 
Jacksonville State came in fourth 
wlth 540 points. 
JSU is undefeated against all 
Alabama schools sponsoring rifle 
and pistol shooting. Jacksonville 
State's overall record stands at 30- 
12. 
The Gamecocks travel to Florence 
this weekend to participate in the 
Gulf South Conference Cham- 
pionships that are being hosted by 
the University of North Alabama. 
Why should you come live with me at The Courtyard? 
Because the only thing you'll need to bring is your suitcase! 
THE COURTYARD ' r  
e fully furnished cable t~ in every room 
planned social and health club with laundry facilities 
athletic activities Nautilus and free multipurpose court for 
olympic pool Jacuzzi & sauna dancing and volleyball 
Ave. "Good Cents Homes" Across from Coliseum , - . 435-2275 1 I 
i- ~-~s$q&$~~~~:~~~$gg@$~@:$;~;*%&m>s$.~ , ... . . . 
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(You Save Up To 60 %!) 
Junior" 100 % Cotton 
Sweaters 
12.99~e14.99 
*If Perfect $18 To $28 
@Great Selection Styles & C o l o ~  
Missy Spring 
& Summer Dresses 
29.99 
*If Perfect S50; One Group 
*Newest Spring Styles 
* 
Junior's Famous Brand 
Pants &  rousers 
14.99~~15.99 
*If Perfect $23 To $32 
*New Crop & Ankle Lengths 
L 
